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Featured Application: Design of energy-efficient retrofitting projects of buildings at the district
scale.

Abstract: Energy-efficient retrofitting of buildings has become essential to achieve the environmental
objectives of the European Union’s (EU) strategies towards reducing carbon emissions and energy
dependency on fossil fuels. When tackling retrofitting projects, the issue of scale becomes essential
as sometimes this can determine the sustainability of the project. Therefore, a comprehensive
approach is essential to ensure effective decision-making. A platform has been designed within the
EU funded OptEEmAL project to support stakeholders in this process, providing functionalities that
can automatically model and evaluate candidate retrofitting alternatives considering their priorities,
targets and boundary conditions. A core element of this platform is the evaluation framework
deployed which implements a multi-criteria decision-making approach to transform the priorities of
stakeholders into quantifiable weights used to compare the alternatives. As a result, more informed
decisions can be made by the stakeholders through a comprehensive evaluation of the candidate
retrofitting scenarios. This paper presents the approach followed to develop and integrate this
evaluation framework within the platform as well as its validation in a controlled environment to
ensure its effectiveness.
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1. Introduction

As stated by the Energy 2020 strategy, the reduction of Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions in the
European Union (EU) can only be achieved if tackling appropriate the big potential existing when
increasing energy efficiency [1]. This is particularly relevant in the built environment, where high
energy savings can be achieved [2].

However, there are still a number of challenges that need to be addressed due to the low
effectiveness of existing practices, as they used to underexploit the interactions among buildings,
trade-offs or synergies. Apart from the issue of considering the buildings as part of a more complex
system, there is a challenge on evaluating the parameters related to energy efficiency or sustainability,
which are usually too focused on a very specific aspect such as “energy consumption” and ignore
other relevant parameters and impacts [3]. This evaluation, which is carried out through the use of
simulation tools, results in different levels of accuracy but generally “imply the generation of ad hoc
simulation models” [4]. This process is always prone to human error—not only when creating the
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simulation models, but also when incorporating energy conservation measures. Due to the complexity
of the problem and as this process is tedious and consumes a lot of time, usually a reduced set of
technologies is considered, “hindering the possibility to find an optimal retrofitting solution” [5].

Furthermore, the construction sector is slowly turning into a new paradigm of more collaborative
approaches for the stakeholders, as building information modelling (BIM) [6] and integrated project
delivery (IPD) [7] aiming at creating better mechanisms for information exchange and interaction and,
on top of this, delivering more effective processes while reducing costs.

In this context, the objective of the platform developed is to offer a collaborative solution “for the
energy-efficient retrofitting at district scale” [8], integrating the following elements to address the
problems described above:

• Assessment at district scale: the tool considers the interaction among buildings and analysis the
potential existing when considering the district as a whole and analyses the inter-building
interaction both in terms of passive and active relationships. This is done through the
implementation of tools that can enrich the models through adding the shadows that affect
the buildings under study [9] in order to perform an appropriate evaluation at district level. At the
same time, technologies are proposed at district level, exploiting the synergies among buildings
in terms of sharing energy systems and energy production [10].

• Use of Multiple-Criteria Decision Analysis: the evaluation framework is based on evaluating
the performance of the candidate scenarios against a set of criteria in different fields, offering a
more comprehensive evaluation and more informed decision making.

• Energy Conservation Measures (ECMs) catalogue: the tool provides a wide catalogue of existing
technologies that can be implemented at different scales (zone, building, district) and different
fields (passive, active, RES or control).

• Use of standards: use of standard file formats for building definition (Industry Foundation
Classes, IFC) [11], and district scale (CityGML) [12], to ensure the implementation of a collaborative
approach and interoperability among the different components and tools.

• Interoperability: the use of standards and the generation of a District Data Model ensure the
interoperability among the tools that have been integrated for the processes of generating,
evaluating and optimising the candidate retrofitting scenarios.

• Use of Integrated Project Delivery (IPD): the tool fosters the implementation of more collaborative
approaches as IPD towards ensuring more informed decisions and improved processes compared
to business-as-usual [7].

Considering all these elements, the OptEEmAL tool provides four processes into an integrated
solution around an interoperability framework to ensure appropriate use and exploitation of data.
These processes are:

• Data insertion (1). Users insert the required data into the tool to perform the evaluation of the
baseline and to create the candidate retrofitting alternatives.

• Data integration and baseline calculation (2). After the users have inserted the data,
the OptEEmAL tool creates the first instance of the data model (baseline) and calculates the values
of the relevant indicators to characterise its performance. For this, a set of simulation models
are created and processed through simulation tools to retrieve and post-process these indicators
which are calculated at district level.

• Scenarios generation and optimisation process (3). Once the baseline is calculated, the tool
generates a set of candidate retrofitting scenarios based on implementing Energy Conservation
Measures to the baseline model. These models are then calculated through the simulation tools
integrated into the tool and provide the indicators that characterise their performance. Groups of
scenarios are generated and evaluated until the stopping criteria are met.

• Outcomes exportation (4). After calculating the best scenarios, these are presented to the users of
the tool who can select the most suitable and export all data that has been produced for it.
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All these four processes together allow for delivering more informed decisions and reducing time
and costs of the design process, having also an impact on the subsequent stages of the process. A core
element in the design and development of the OptEEmAL tool is on the role and integration of the
users and the way of transforming their subjective establishment of preferences into a mathematical
problem to drive the optimisation of the retrofitting scenarios.

As stated above, one of the novelties of the tool presented is the fact that it tackles the design and
optimisation problem at district scale, analysing therefore the inter-building effects. This is done in
terms of three main processes: a) indicators are computed and aggregated at district level so that the
optimisation allows balancing the district as a whole, b) to ensure that simulations are district-aware,
the effects of surrounding district environment is considered, and c) energy systems at district scale are
included as part of the catalogue so that it is ensured that the technologies proposed not only optimise
the building performance, but also the district performance.

The calculation of indicators at the district scale is done by means of aggregation of indicators at
lower levels (space, building, etc.) These are calculated with the tools integrated within the OptEEmAL
platform and then post-processing and aggregation techniques are implemented to build the district
performance indicators which are used for the optimisation approach presented within this paper.

With regards to computing and evaluating the inter-building effects, these occur mainly at passive
and active level, corresponding with the assessment of the effect that the surroundings have within the
evaluated buildings that form the district, and with the integration as candidate ECMs of technologies
at district scale respectively. In order to ensure that the effects are appropriately modelled and then
calculated, a district neighbour shading (DNS) tool has been deployed which uses an algorithm
developed to determine the set of surfaces that block the solar energy from entering the simulated
buildings [9]. This tool receives the information coming from the IFC and CityGML models and then,
based on input variables as the latitude, longitude, and the identification of the buildings under study,
it provides the geometry of the shading surfaces as a XML file [13]. This file is then used in order to
enrich the original model through a set of geometry enrichment processes which not only include the
addition of shadowing surfaces, but also other information as the second-level space boundaries [14]
that allow populating some missing information within the original IFC file in order to provide to the
simulation tools the appropriate information on the building polygonal surfaces through which the
thermal energy is exchanged [15].

To ensure that the active inter-building effects are also considered, the catalogue developed within
the tool to generate the candidate retrofitting scenarios contains measures structured at different
levels, ranging from space to district level. The ECMs included at district level consider the thermal
and electrical balancing of the district through integrating systems that produce energy locally and
distributes it among the buildings of the district. The thermal measures proposed include basically
district heating networks where two approaches are considered: either the retrofitting of existing
networks or the implementation of new networks to cover the reduced thermal demand of the
buildings (after the implementation of passive measures). For electrical consumption, the buildings
with highest potential for integration in terms of geometry and orientation are considered to maximise
the potential production.

This paper provides an overview of the platform developed (Section 2), and then focuses within the
methodology followed in order to deploy the evaluation procedure that transforms users’ requirements
to setup the optimisation problem (Section 3). Then, a simple case in a controlled environment to
assess this evaluation procedure is depicted (Section 4), showing then the main results and conclusions
(Sections 5 and 6, respectively). It should be noted that a complete assessment of the tool is not the focus
of this paper. The results shown here are the basis to assess the evaluation method to then scale-up the
problem to wider complexities in terms of the considered geometries, building interactions and ECMs.
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2. Platform Approach

As the following Figure 1 shows, there are five core processes that respond to the steps introduced
above and with the overall aim of offering the functionalities required to support decision making
when designing energy-efficient retrofitting projects.
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2.1. Problem Definition

According to the description above, the process starts with the insertion of data required to define
the baseline (IFCs, CityGML, contextual data, and other data related to the project) and with the
definition of the objectives, barriers, targets or boundaries by the user so that the tool can design the
retrofitting solution according to this information [17]. Furthermore, before launching the automatic
generation of scenarios, simulation and optimisation, the list of the measures to be considered in the
optimisation problem will be made available for the user to check and edit if necessary. Furthermore,
targets and boundaries can be set by the users to make more precise the definition of scenarios.
This information is inserted along with the prioritisation criteria as it is explained within the evaluation
process showcased in this paper and detailed within the sections below.

2.2. Simulation and District Performance Indicators (DPI) Calculation for the Baseline

Simulation models of the baseline are then processed by a set of simulation tools that are used for
the calculation of the 42 indicators that define the evaluation framework. Depending on the indicator
that is calculated, a different tool is used: “energy DPIs are calculated with the results offered by the
external simulation tools Energy Plus®” [18] and “HVAC and controls simulation tool developed
within the platform” [19], while “environmental DPIs are determined with the help of NEST®” [20].
The combination of some of these indicators allows the calculation of others. Once the simulation
models have been executed, the results are then aggregated resulting into the values of the 42 indicators
at district level.

2.3. Scenarios Generation Through an ECMs Catalogue

After the generation and simulation of the baseline according to the process described above,
the user is presented with the values of the baseline indicators and an iterative process of scenarios
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generation and optimisation is launched. Thus, different scenarios are created through the application
of one or more ECMs from the catalogue to the baseline scenario.

These are mapped into the simulation model that represents the baseline, and then are executed
with the set of simulation tools to calculate the indicators as it occurred for the simulation of the
baseline. Thus, the simulation models for the scenarios are executed, and the DPIs for every candidate
retrofitting scenario are stored within the platform.

2.4. Evaluation and Optimisation

The evaluation method deployed within the platform is aimed at translating the qualitative into
quantitative which “is the research topic of multi-criteria decision analysis” (MCDA) [21,22]. Thus,
MCDA can be used in order to create a framework for decision making when evaluating alternatives for
designing a retrofitting solution analysing a set of evaluation criteria (in this case, indicators calculated
at district level).

The use of a weighting method is the main procedure but although there some approaches
as ISO standards [23], the aggregation method to be used is not defined. Furthermore, there are
also a number of elements that need to be solved when implementing this sort of decision-making
approaches [24]. Some of these challenges can be highlighted as, for example, defining the evaluation
criteria, normalising and scaling the indicators or defining the objectives and weighting schemes.

The solution proposed by this evaluation methodology is the one reflected within Figure 2
above. This process considers first the normalisation of the evaluation criteria in order to make
them comparable, then an aggregation method is implemented to calculate two functions: the one
representing the cost, and the one reflecting the benefit, which allows ordering the scenarios and
comparing them to select those most suitable to the targets defined by the user.
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A harmony search optimisation algorithm allows repeating the generation of groups and scenarios
and their evaluation in terms of the cost and benefit functions [25]. This algorithm generates new
iterations in the form of groups of candidate retrofitting scenarios, which are created based on the results
that are obtained from the previous execution and, therefore, optimising them in a continuous loop.

2.5. Finding the Best Results

The optimisation process occurs in a loop where new scenarios are generated and evaluated and
it stops when the stopping criteria are met. These criteria are defined through the inputs provided by
the users in terms of targets and boundaries to the optimisation problem.

Once this happens, the user is shown with a set of best scenarios represented in a Pareto front
where the user can visualise the performance and ECMs applied in each of them, and then selecting
and exporting the results of the one preferred.
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3. Methodology: Development of the Evaluation Framework

An optimisation problem is defined as “the one aimed at finding the solutions that are optimal or
near-optimal with respect to some goals and translated into an objective function” [26].

This function can be bi-objective (based on the optimisation of two indicators at the same time),
or consider more dimensions being therefore a multi-criteria objective function. These two methods
can also be combined, where DPIs can be grouped to represent composite indexes that can characterise
the performance of the buildings or district to be retrofitted.

The selection of the method highly depends on how the decision maker is formulating the problem
and on establishing properly the importance of the criteria that is used for the evaluation. Therefore,
within this methodology, the objective function depends on the prioritisation scheme established to
represent the importance of each DPI.

3.1. Evaluation Criteria Selection

The method deployed within this framework considers the principles of IPD (decision-maker
definition) in order to enable the decision-making process, where the evaluation criteria are defined
as DPIs. In overall, the platform considers 42 DPIs covering six relevant fields. However, in order
to facilitate the comprehensive evaluation of the performance of a district the list to be used for the
evaluation was reduced to 18 DPIs “after having analysed if they were natural or easily measured
attributes, constructed attributes, which coalesce several natural attributes, or proxy attributes
(evaluation criteria)”, as suggested in [27].

The indicators have been aggregated into one group that represents the benefits and another that
represents the costs. Additionally, a third category has been created within the benefit group in order
to ease the establishment of the prioritisation criteria, as explained in the following section. Thus,
the evaluation criteria are divided into:

1. Cost Group: This group contains the DPIs that indicate the cost for the scenario (environmental
or economic cost).

2. Benefit 1 Group: This group involves the DPIs that could show a benefit for the scenario (reduction
of energy demand or consumption, increase of the energy demand covered by renewable sources,
increase of comfort . . . ).

3. Benefit 2 Group: This group takes into consideration the benefits obtained when increasing the
contribution of renewable energies: photovoltaics, solar thermal, hydraulic, mini-eolic, geothermal
and biomass. It is a sub-group of the Benefit 1 Group, since it represents a disaggregation of the
indicator that measures the Energy demand covered by renewable sources (ENE09), where the
energy demand covered by renewable sources can be further analysed.

Table 1 shows the DPIs included in each of these groups, where ENV corresponds to the
environmental indicators, ECO to the economic aspects, ENE to those energy related and COM to
those that represent the comfort performance of the district.

It should be noted that the numbering of the indicators is not correlative, as they are a selection
from the list of 42 indicators used within the platform to characterise the performance of the district as
mentioned above.
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Table 1. List of District Performance Indicators (DPIs) per evaluation group.

Group 1—Cost Group 2—Benefit 1 Group 3—Benefit 2

ENV01.Global Warming Potential -
GWP (kg CO2) ENE 01.Energy demand ENE 14.Energy use from Biomass

ENV04.Primary energy
consumption ENE02.Final energy consumption ENE 15.Energy use from PV

ENV06.Energy payback time ENE 06.Net fossil energy
consumed

ENE 16.Energy use from Solar
Thermal

ECO02.2 Investments (in €) ENE 09.Energy demand covered
by renewable sources

ENE 17.Energy use from
Hydraulic

ECO03.Life cycle cost ENE 13.Energy use from District
Heating

ENE 18.Energy use from
Mini-Eolic

ECO05.Payback Period COM01.Local thermal comfort ENE 19.Energy use from
Geothermal

3.2. Definition of the Optimization Problem

Multi-objective optimization, also called multi-criteria optimization, can be defined as “the problem
of finding a solution vector of decision variables which satisfies the project constraints introduced
by the end users and optimizes a vector function whose elements represent individual objective
functions” [28]. These functions form a mathematical description of performance criteria (DPIs). Hence,
the term “optimise” means finding such a solution vector (refurbishment scenario) which would give
the values of selected DPIs acceptable according to the predefined targets and boundaries.

Formally, a multi-objective optimization problem is defined so as to find the solution vector
x = [x1, x2, . . . , xn] T which optimizes the district performance vector defined as:

D(x) = [ f1(x), f2(x), . . . fn(x)]
T (1)

In other words, the goal is to determine among the set of all feasible refurbishment scenarios that
satisfies the constraints, the particular set x which yields the optimum values of the selected DPIs
defined in equation f(x).

Note that in general there is not a single point optimizing the set of objective functions, whereas
a set of optimal solutions considered being non-dominated solutions or Pareto set approximation.
Therefore, the notion of “optimum” varies with respect to mono-objective approaches, which aims at
achieving a unique solution that simultaneously meets the constraints and provides the best value for
the objective function. In multi-objective approaches, a solution vector x is Pareto optimal if there does
not exist another x, such that fi(x) ≤ fi(x) for all i > {1, . . . , n} and fj(x) < fj(x) for at least one j.

This definition means that x is Pareto optimal if no feasible vector of decision variables exist
which would decrease some criterion without causing a simultaneous increase in at least another
criterion. The plot of the objective functions whose non-dominated vectors are in the Pareto optimal set
is called the Pareto front [29]. In the present approach and as depicted before, the evaluation criteria
has been divided into three groups representing the costs the first, and the benefits the second and
third (being this last one a subcategory of the second). Therefore, the optimization problem here is the
one that aims at finding the set x that minimizes the costs (considering not only economic costs but
also environmental or social costs) and maximizes the benefits, which are plotted in order to find those
optimal contained in the Pareto front.

However, in order to find the cost and benefit values for each candidate retrofitting scenario,
a weighted sum of the indicators that represent these two indexes has to be carried out, where the
weights have to represent the prioritization criteria established by the stakeholders.
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3.3. Building the Cost–Benefit Function

3.3.1. Establishing a Weighting Method

According to [27], weighting methods (in this case to solve energy efficient retrofitting design
problems) can be considered into four main groups, which are: proxy approaches through selecting
one or various indicators, monetisation methods in which environmental impacts are translated into
monetary units, ‘distance-to-target’ or panel methods.

The evaluation framework implemented within this tool follows the panel method approach and it
is implemented through two methods. In the first one the users are enabled to compare the importance
of indicators by pairs so that they are not conditioned by their interpretation of the whole scheme
and can perform a more accurate comparison. The second enables the user to select a pre-defined
weighting scheme which has been developed and deployed within the tool by a group of experts
implementing the pairwise comparison of indicators for a set of goals as priority to reduce the energy
consumption, the GHG emissions or the optimisation of the operational costs.

3.3.2. Normalisation and Scaling

There exist many normalisation techniques and according to [30], “both robustness (insensitivity
against the existence of extreme values) and efficiency (estimated value close to the expected optimum
when the real data distribution is unknown) must be balanced”. Through the application of
normalization, the values used to feed the evaluation matrix will turn into non-dimensional, taking all
of them values in the interval [0,1], and where in all of them 0 represents the worst value for the
indicator (the less sustainable) and 1 represents the best value (the most sustainable).

Normalisation is aimed at transforming current values for each criterion that is measured under
different units, into a common new criterion that follows the same unit. According to [31], three different
methods can be applied, being the most suitable to address a synthetic transformation of the value
of the indicators following a fixed scale unit change. The normalisation and scaling method in this
methodology intends to reduce the amount of subjectivity in the process by making use of the results
derived from the calculation of the baseline scenario. Thus, instead of fixing the minimum and
maximum values to implement a min-max normalisation, relative values compared to the baseline
situation are used.

Then, since most DPIs measure the savings obtained in each category (for example “savings in
energy consumption” measured from 0% to 100%) this can be easily related to the best possible
obtainable value, which is a 100% of savings = “1”, while the worst value (“0”) would be a 0%
of savings.

However, not all DPIs can be calculated as savings against the baseline situation (as, for example,
the investment), using in these cases the values given by the stakeholders as boundary condition to
transform the criteria into a homogeneous framework that can be weighted and aggregated.

3.3.3. Building a Panel Method Scheme: Analytic Hierarchy Process

Panel methods to elicit the criteria highly depend on the selected method (questionnaires,
interviews, or group discussions), panel composition (experts, laypeople, or stakeholders), procedure
(single-round, Delphi) and outcome (consensus, statistical analysis of results) [32]. In the case of
this evaluation method, and according to the IPD principles, the panel will be composed by the
stakeholders being articulated through the IPD contract, and must result into a consensus to elicit the
weighting parameters.
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There are several panel methods which can be implemented, being those more relevant:
direct rating, Simos’ cards method, ranking the criteria, pair-wise comparison (for example in
the analytic hierarchy process, AHP), and the classical multi-attribute value theory (MAVT). which may
be adapted for other procedures [33].

Below, the main scheme of an analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is presented in Figure 3,
which establishes that [34]: “a decision making process can be decomposed into 4 steps, namely:
defining the goal, structure the decision hierarchy, construct a set of pairwise comparison matrices and
use the priorities obtained from the comparison to weight the priorities in the level immediately below”.
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The AHP process is a well-known method that serves to establish the relevance for each criterion
through their comparison per pair. As the state-of-the-art demonstrates, it is a consistent method
that can be used in order to solve different decision making problems. In this case, the problem to be
solved is the selection of the best scenario from the alternatives through considering the priorities of
the stakeholders.

Thus, this tool proposes and integrates a pair-wise comparison strategy that allows generating a
weighting scheme through comparing per pairs the main criteria with respect to the cost/benefit index
and the sub-criteria (level 2 of indicators) with respect to the criteria ENE09.

The values related to the intensity of importance, according to [35], “have to be set by consensus
of the decision making panel (or experts’ panel for fixed weighting schemes), in which each participant
is asked individually to compare the criterion in a pairwise method setting whether a criterion is more
important than the pair, and by how much”. Table 2 shows the scale of numbers used to reflect the
intensity of importance of the indicators.
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Table 2. The fundamental scale of absolute numbers. Adapted from [35].

Intensity of Importance Definition Explanation

1 Equal importance The two criteria present the same importance for the
participants

3 Moderate
importance

The criteria is slightly more important than the one
against it is compared

5 Strong importance The criteria is strongly more important than the one
against it is compared

7 Very strong
importance

The criteria is very strongly more important than the one
against it is compared

9 Extreme
importance

The criteria reaches the highest importance, leaving the
one against it is compared with negligible importance

Reciprocals of above When comparing one criteria with a second, the importance of the second over
the first is the reciprocal value of the first over the second

Following this approach, the process considers the construction of the pairwise comparison
matrices that can establish the relevance of each criterion for a defined goal. In this evaluation method,
there are three matrices that allow comparing:

• Pairwise comparison matrix of the six environmental and economic criteria with respect to cost.
• Pairwise comparison matrix of the six energy and comfort criteria with respect to the benefit.
• Pairwise comparison matrix of the six criteria for the renewables with respect to ENE09.

In the following Tables 3–5, these three comparison matrices are shown.

Table 3. Pairwise comparison matrices for Matrix 1 (cost).

MATRIX 1:
COST ENV03 ENV04 ENV06 ECO02 ECO03 ECO05

ENV03 1 ENV03/ENV04 ENV03/ENV06 ENV03/ECO02 ENV03/ECO03 ENV03/ECO05

ENV04 ENV04/ENV03 1 ENV04/ENV06 ENV04/ECO02 ENV04/ECO03 ENV04/ECO05

ENV06 ENV06/ENV03 ENV06/ENV04 1 ENV06/ECO02 ENV06/ECO03 ENV06/ECO05

ECO02 ECO02/ENV03 ECO02/ENV04 ECO02/ENV06 1 ECO02/ECO03 ECO02/ECO05

ECO03 ECO03/ENV03 ECO03/ENV04 ECO03/ENV06 ECO03/ECO02 1 ECO03/ECO05

ECO05 ECO05/ENV03 ECO05/ENV04 ECO05/ENV06 ECO05/ECO02 ECO05/ECO03 1

Table 4. Pairwise comparison matrices for Matrix 2 (Benefits Level 1).

MATRIX 2:
BENEFITS 1 ENE01 ENE02 ENE06 ENE09 ENE13 COM01

ENE01 1 ENE01/ENE02 ENE01/ENE06 ENE01/ENE09 ENE01/ENE13 ENE01/COM01

ENE02 ENE02/ENE01 1 ENE02/ENE06 ENE02/ENE09 ENE02/ENE13 ENE02/COM01

ENE06 ENE06/ENE01 ENE06/ENE02 1 ENE06/ENE09 ENE06/ENE13 ENE06/COM01

ENE09 ENE09/ENE01 ENE09/ENE02 ENE09/ENE06 1 ENE09/ENE13 ENE09/COM01

ENE13 ENE13/ENE01 ENE13/ENE02 ENE13/ENE06 ENE13/ENE09 1 ENE13/COM01

COM01 COM01/ENE01 COM01/ENE02 COM01/ENE06 COM01/ENE09 COM01/ENE13 1
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Table 5. Pairwise comparison matrices for Matrix 3 (Benefits Level 2).

MATRIX 3:
BENEFITS 2 ENE14 ENE15 ENE16 ENE17 ENE18 ENE19

ENE14 1 ENE14/ENE15 ENE14/ENE16 ENE14/ENE17 ENE14/ENE18 ENE14/ENE19

ENE15 ENE15/ENE14 1 ENE15/ENE16 ENE15/ENE17 ENE15/ENE18 ENE15/ENE19

ENE16 ENE16/ENE14 ENE16/ENE15 1 ENE16/ENE17 ENE16/ENE18 ENE16/ENE19

ENE17 ENE17/ENE14 ENE17/ENE15 ENE17/ENE16 1 ENE17/ENE18 ENE17/ENE19

ENE18 ENE18/ENE14 ENE18/ENE15 ENE18/ENE16 ENE18/ENE17 1 ENE18/ENE19

ENE19 ENE19/ENE14 ENE19/ENE15 ENE19/ENE16 ENE19/ENE17 ENE19/ENE18 1

According to AHP, this matrix is reciprocal, meaning that when comparing each criterion against
itself the result is 1, while the comparisons on the right of the diagonal are the inverse of those located
on the left of the diagonal.

After generating the matrices of comparison, “the weight of each indicator is calculated through
solving the eigenvector, which is based on a three steps process” [36]:

• The matrix has to be raised to powers squared successively each time.
• The sum of the rows is calculated and then normalised.
• Once the difference between the sums of two consecutive calculations is lower than a value that

has been defined, then the calculation stops.

The values of the weight are the sum of the rows for this matrix.
This process allows obtaining the weights of each criterion and then building the cost and benefit

functions. The following equation reflects the example of the cost group matrix:
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3.3.4. Cost–Benefit Function

As depicted above, the main objective therefore is to establish the cost–benefit functions D(x) to
be optimized so that the set x can be found to minimize the cost and maximize the benefit, and where
this set x is represented through the Pareto front.

The following Table 6 summarises the aggregation of the indicators following the approach
depicted in the previous sections, in order to build this cost–benefit function:

Table 6. Weighting of indicators to build the cost–benefit functions.

DPI
Code

Weight
(wi)

Range
Objective DPI for

Scenario x fi(x)
Normalised DPI for

Scenario x Ii(x)
Weighted and

Normalised DPImin
(fi_min)

max
(fi_max)

ENEi wENEi 0 100 1 fENEi(x) IENEi(x) =
fENEi(x)

100
wENEi·IENEi(x)

COMi wCOMi 0 100 1 fCOMi(x) ICOMi(x) =
fCOMi(x)

100
wCOMi·ICOMi(x)

ECOi wECOi 0 fECOi_max 0 fECOi(x) IECOi(x) = 1− fECOi(x)
100

wECOi·IECOi(x)

ENVi wENVi 0 100 1 fENVi(x) IENVi(x) =
fENVi(x)

100
wENVi·IENVi(x)
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Thus, the benefit (3) and cost (4) functions can be formulated in the following manner:

B(x) =
n∑

i=1

wENEi·IENEi(x) +
n∑

i=1

wCOMi·ICOMi(x) (3)

C(x) =
n∑

i=1

wECOi·IECOi(x) +
n∑

i=1

wENVi·IENVi(x) (4)

These functions represent the performance of the district for every candidate scenario and are
those to be optimised in order to find the set of best scenarios according to the prioritisation criteria
that has been inserted as weights to the indicators.

4. Case Study: Validation of the Evaluation Approach in a Controlled Environment

The evaluation method presented within this paper has been implemented within an evaluation
tool that retrieves the input data required in order to perform the evaluation and provide the Pareto
front in order to optimise the retrofitting scenarios.

As input data for the evaluation, the diagnosis DPI results, the evaluation DPI results (associated
to each candidate retrofitting scenario), and the targets, boundaries and weights established by the
stakeholders are required. As an outcome, the evaluator provides the cost and benefit functions and
the lists of DPIs outside boundaries as well as the list of targets reached.

In order to test the evaluator and the evaluation methodology, a case study was carried out
within a controlled environment to validate and assess the proposed method. Since it was an isolated
validation, it is important to note the following aspects with regards to the case:

• The ECMs selected to create the scenarios were obtained from the ECMs catalogue developed for
the platform.

• The scenarios considered were generated following the intelligence implemented in the scenario
generator described at the beginning of this paper, considering the constraints established by
the user.

• The calculation of the baseline and scenario DPIs were retrieved following the normal and
operational process of the platform (that is, with the evaluator integrated within it), and therefore
queried to the corresponding repositories of the tool.

• Also the weighting schemes, targets and barriers were obtained from the corresponding
repositories, that is, the pre-defined weighting schemes were already available within them.

4.1. Description of the Case Study

The validation has been performed based on the results obtained in a simple case which has been
created for this aim as shown in the table below (Table 7).

Table 7. Description of the case study.

Property Value Picture

Surface
Wall surface: 75.60 m2
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A total of 14 ECMs have been combined to create 178 scenarios that combine the measures.
The measures selected are the following:

• 4 types of external wall insulation with different thicknesses of insulation (50-100-150-200 mm)
• 4 types of internal wall insulation with different thicknesses of insulation (40-60-80-100 mm)
• 4 types of roof insulation with different thicknesses of insulation (40-60-80-100 mm)
• Replacement of the existing energy system with the installation of a natural gas boiler
• Installation of PV panels on roof

The logic followed to generate the 178 candidate retrofitting scenarios considered different
combinations of the measures listed above. First each passive measure has been considered separately,
and then to each separate passive measure an active or renewable measure has been added. Next,
the combination of passive measures has been explored (external/internal insulation + roof), without
considering the implementation at the same time of internal and external insulation to façades. To it
also active and renewable measures have been added. The list of scenarios is depicted within Table 8.

Table 8. List of scenarios generated for the validation.

Scenarios Number Concept

1 1 R Each renewable (R) measure separately

2 1 A Each active (A) measure separately

3–14 12 P Each passive (P) measure separately

15–26 12 P + R Each passive measure separately + renewable

27–38 12 P + A Each passive measure separately + active

39–50 12 P + A + R Each passive measure separately + renewable + active

51–66 16 (P ext) + (P roof) External passive measure (P ext) + roof insulation (P roof)

67–82 16 (P ext) + (P roof) + R External passive measure + roof insulation + renewable

83–98 16 (P ext) + (P roof) + A External passive measure + roof insulation + active

99–114 16 (P ext) + (P roof) + A + R External passive measure + roof insulation + active +
renewable

115–130 16 (P int) + (P roof) Internal passive measure (P int) + roof insulation

131–146 16 (P int) + (P roof) + R Internal passive measure + roof insulation + renewable

147–162 16 (P int) + (P roof) + A Internal passive measure + roof insulation + active

163–178 16 (P int) + (P roof) + A + R Internal passive measure + roof insulation + active +
renewable

4.2. Calculation of the Baseline and Scenario DPIs

The baseline and scenarios DPIs that are used in the evaluator and that would otherwise be
provided by the simulation module [37] were calculated manually in this case using specific tools.
These tools are shown in Table 9. For each DPI its type is defined: C (cost), B (1) (benefit 1) and B (2)
(benefit 2). The results of the calculations of these DPIs were used to test the evaluation methodology.
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Table 9. List of tools used to calculate the indicators.

Type Name Tool

C ENV01: Global Warming Potential
NESTC ENV04: Primary energy consumption

C ENV06: Energy payback time

C ECO02.2: Investments
Ad-hoc developed tool for

economic assessmentC ECO03: Life cycle cost

C ECOO05: Payback period

B (1) ENE01: Energy demand

Energy Plus and Ad-hoc
developed tool for HVAC and

control simulation

B (1) ENE02.0: Final energy consumption

B (1) ENE06: Net fossil energy consumed

B (1) ENE09: Energy demand covered by
renewable sources

B (1) ENE13: Energy use from District Heating

B (1) COM01: Local thermal comfort

B (2) ENE14: Energy use from biomass

B (2) ENE15: Energy use from PV

B (2) ENE16: Energy use from Solar Thermal

B (2) ENE17: Energy use from hydraulic

B (2) ENE18: Energy use from mini-eolic

B (2) ENE19: Energy use from geothermal

4.3. Definition of Weighting Schemes, Targets, Boundaries and Calculation of Cost and Benefit Values

The evaluator makes use of the information introduced by the user in the problem definition
phase. In it targets, boundaries and prioritisation criteria are set. In this case, the definition of targets
and boundaries has been the following:

• Boundaries:

- ENV06 (maximum): 50
- ECO02.2 (maximum): 15.000€
- ECO05 (maximum): 30
- ENV01 (maximum): 50

• Targets:

- ENV06 (minimise): 25
- ECO05 (minimise): 20
- ENE09 (maximise): 50

For the prioritisation criteria, a total of 14 pre-defined weighting schemes were deployed [38].
In them weights are assigned to each DPI according to the final goal the user has. The complete list of
weighting schemes generated is the following:

• Scheme 1: Priority to achieve a nearly zero energy district
• Scheme 1A: Priority to achieve a nearly zero energy district + economic aspects
• Scheme 2: Priority to achieve a carbon neutral district
• Scheme 2A: Priority to achieve a carbon neutral district + economic aspects
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• Scheme 3: Priority to energy generation through renewables
• Scheme 3A: Priority to energy generation through renewables + economic aspects
• Scheme 4: Priority to energy generation through renewables (solar thermal and photovoltaic)
• Scheme 4A: Priority to energy generation through renewables (solar thermal and photovoltaic) +

economic aspects
• Scheme 5: Priority to energy generation through the district heating network
• Scheme 5A: Priority to energy generation through the district heating network + economic aspects
• Scheme 6: Priority to environmental issues
• Scheme 6A: Priority to environmental issues + economic aspects
• Scheme 7: Priority to reduce operational energy costs
• Scheme 7A: Priority to reduce operational energy costs + economic aspects

In this validation only a selection of schemes has been tested, namely: schemes 1, 1A, 2, 2A, 3, 3A,
and 6A. These represent a wide enough representation of the spectrum of possibilities included as
objectives in the evaluation method.

5. Results and Discussion

This section shows the results obtained through the validation of the evaluator which compares the
178 candidate retrofitting scenarios generated through using the nine prioritisation schemes described
before. This validation covered both the observation of the cost and benefit graphs and the Pareto front.

5.1. Cost and Benefit Graphs Observation

The cost and benefit results of the abovementioned scenarios according to the pre-defined schemes
have been analysed by firstly looking at the graphs formed by the scenarios. They have been compared
among similar pre-defined schemes. In this paper the analysis performed on three pairs of pre-defined
schemes plus scheme 6A are displayed to observe the different point distribution that can exist and the
effect that the weighting schemes have on the results. The scenarios presented below correspond to
scenarios 1 and 1A, 2 and 2A, 3 and 3A, and 6A. The following Figure 4 shows scenarios 1 and 1A.
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When comparing the graphs obtained with pre-defined scheme 1 and with pre-defined scheme
1A, it can be observed that there is a set of scenarios that presents much higher benefit values than
the rest in both cases, which corresponds with the scenarios where all measures are applied at the
same time, which leads to the achievement of the highest benefits. The majority if scenarios presented
have lower benefit values than 0.3, where the highest benefit values are obtained by those where a
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renewable measure is applied. Additionally, in this group the highest costs are obtained with scenarios
where passive external façades, passive roofs and renewables are applied together.

The sets of scenarios can be easily identified, especially in the second case (1A). The reason for
this may lay in the higher weight assigned to economic DPIs, which makes cost and benefit results
more dependent on them and thus more dependent on the cost of each measure.

Regarding the distribution of the scenarios, in the two schemes it is very similar, but in the case of
the scheme 1A the scenarios are more spread in the x-axis (cost) due to the fact that this scheme puts
more emphasis in the economic cost.

The second pair of scenarios (2 and 2A) corresponds to a priority scheme to achieve a carbon
neutral district. The distribution of scenarios is shown in the following Figure 5. As it can be observed
within the graphs, there is a set of scenarios that present much higher benefit values than the rest in
both cases. These correspond to those that have included passive internal, roof, active and renewable
measures applied in an integrated manner. There is one scenario which becomes invariable, with the
lowest cost and benefit values, which corresponds to the application of only one active measure.
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Figure 5. Pre-defined scheme 2 (achieve a carbon neutral district) (a) and pre-defined scheme 2A
(achieve a carbon neutral district + economic aspects) (b).

Also, it can be observed that the benefit values cover a wider range than in the first case, but
three main rows appear: the upper row corresponds with the scenarios where all ECMs are applied
together; the middle row where a renewable measure is applied in combination with others (P+R,
P+A+R, (P ext) + (P roof) + R, (P ext) + (P roof) + A + R, or (P int) + (P roof) + R); whereas in the lower
row the rest of the scenarios can be found (passive separately, P+A, Pext +Proof, (P ext) + (P roof) + A,
(P int) + (P roof), (P int) + (P roof) + A).

When comparing these two scenarios with the previous (1 and 1A), it can be observed that the
point distribution varies, where the cost and benefit values corresponding to the scenarios where
passive external and passive roof in combination with active and renewable measures shift to the
top, obtaining higher benefit values. This shift can stem from the higher weight given in this pair of
prioritisation schemes to the net fossil energy consumed (ENE06) and the energy demand covered
by renewable sources (ENE09), which makes scenarios where renewable measures are applied more
favourable and, therefore, increasing their benefits.

The third pair of scenarios compared corresponds to 3 and 3A, for which the results obtained with
the application of their corresponding pre-defined weighting schemes are presented in the following
Figure 6:
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Comparing pre-defined schemes 3 and 3A it can be concluded that one scenario’s results become
invariable, with the lowest cost and benefit values, which corresponds to the application of the active
measure separately.

The set of points are divided into two main groups (with the highest or lowest benefit costs):
in this set of graphs corresponding to the pre-defined schemes 3 and 3A, the shift towards the top
of the scenarios corresponding to passive external and passive roof in combination with active and
renewable measures becomes more visible and the difference between cost and benefit values of the
scenarios less apparent. The reason for this may lie in the configuration of the prioritisation schemes:
in both cases higher weights have been applied to a reduced number of DPIs (in particular ENV06 –
energy payback time in the cost’s side and ENE06 (net fossil energy consumed) and ENE09 (energy
demand covered by renewable sources), the latter being related to each other.

The sets of scenarios are easily identifiable in both cases. In addition, the sets of scenarios are
more clearly identifiable as in the previous cases, having more similar cost and benefit values among
each other. Additionally, the cost values are very similar for each set of scenarios where similar ECMs
have been applied.

Comparing these two scenarios with the previous it can be shown that the sets of scenarios are
more clearly identifiable than in the previous sets of graphs: this implies that small differences in the
types of ECMs cannot be fully appreciated, especially in terms of the cost. Shift to the top: higher benefit
values are obtained in this scheme for the scenarios where renewables have been applied, which seems
logical due to the definition of the scheme: priority to energy generation through renewables.

Finally, the results obtained through applying the pre-defined weighting scheme 6A are shown in
Figure 7, where it can be observed that: there are two main groups of scenarios: as in previous cases,
there is a great difference among the scenarios where the implementation of renewables is considered
(top benefit values) and where they have not (lower values).

For this scheme, groups of scenarios are easily identifiable: as it happened previously, the different
sets of scenarios can be easily appreciated. It is to be remarked that especially those with a cost value
lower than 1.5 remain quite constant on the cost values, forming vertical lines.

These scenarios correspond to scenarios where the following combinations have been applied: A,
P+A, P+A+R, P int + P roof + A and P int + P roof + A +R.
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5.2. Pareto Front Observation

Even though some conclusions can be extracted from the visual analysis of these graphs, a closer
look at the scenarios that belong to the Pareto front has been performed, in order to check the ones that
are displayed to the user at the end of the process.

The first analysis of the graphs enabled the identification of the scenarios belonging to the Pareto
front. An analysis of the Pareto fronts obtained was performed based on numerical values where each
pair of schemes was compared among each other to detect the major differences.

To serve as a summary of the results obtained through the analysis performed [39] the following
table is presented. The different schemes considered are shown, as well as the number of scenarios
in their respective Pareto fronts, the targets and boundaries they have reached, together with their
maximum and minimum cost and benefit values.

From the table below (Table 10) it can be deduced that the pairs of prioritisation weighting
schemes 1 and its complementary economic one (1A) experience an expected variation in the cost
values, which sometimes can be highly influential in the cost values obtained and in the number of
scenarios in the Pareto front. To this latter aspect, it is also noticeable that a higher number of scenarios
appear in the Pareto front for the more economically driven prioritisation schemes (1A, 2A, 3A and 4A).

Table 10. Summary of Pareto front and cost and benefit value observation.

Scheme Number of
Scenarios

Min. Benefit
Value

Max. Benefit
Value

Min. Cost
Value

Max. Cost
Value

1 11 0,047 0,486 0,774 1,597

1A 20 0,047 0,486 0,549 2,545

2 9 0,043 0,460 0,788 1,558

2A 19 0,043 0,460 0,586 2,035

3 20 0,057 0,451 0,314 1,669

3A 24 0,057 0,451 0,265 2,259

4 20 0,057 0,533 0,314 1,669

4A 24 0,057 0,533 0,265 2,259

6A 20 0,057 0,451 0,604 3,323

When comparing the minimum benefit values among each other and the maximum benefit values
it can be observed that the deviation among these is not great. However, when doing the same exercise
with minimum cost values and maximum cost values, it can be seen that there are major differences.

These can stem from the DPIs considered in each cost and benefit group: whereas in the cost list
(ENV01, ENV04, ECO02.2, ECO03 and ECO05) the DPIs are highly different from each other, in the
benefits (ENE01, ENE02, ENE06, ENE09, ENE13 and COM01) DPIs evolve in the same direction.
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This implies that greater changes will be experienced in the costs whenever a parameter changes
in the definition of the scenarios or in the DPI results, whereas in the benefits side, it will remain
quite invariable.

6. Conclusions

The platform introduced in this paper offers a tool to stakeholders in order to support them
during the decision-making to design energy efficient retrofitting projects at district scale. It provides a
comprehensive method in order to make more informed decisions through assessing the performance
of the baseline and the candidate retrofitting scenarios against a set of criteria in relevant fields as
energy, comfort or economic aspects. This tool automates the generation of these scenarios through
combining energy conservation measures, which are selected based on the barriers and priorities
established by the user.

A core element of this platform is the evaluation methodology and evaluation tool that has been
developed and validated as presented within this paper. This methodology integrates multi-criteria
decision analysis methods in order to support building a comprehensive judgement of the district
performance under different retrofitting alternatives.

One of the main challenges is the integration of the subjective information coming from stakeholders
regarding their priorities and transforming it into quantifiable information that can support the
deployment of the appropriate evaluation.

This paper presents an approach to solve this issue through integrating a pairwise comparison
method in order to generate the weights that allow building the cost and benefit functions to
evaluate and optimise the candidate retrofitting scenarios. This method has led to deploying a set
of pre-defined weighting schemes that capture several approaches for energy efficient retrofitting
for districts, as prioritising the integration of renewables or the environmental aspects. The method
to build the pre-defined weighting schemes has followed the same principles as those that will
follow the stakeholders when setting their own priorities to ensure that the evaluation is in line with
their expectations.

6.1. Validation of the Evaluation Method

The validations performed have demonstrated the validity of the evaluation method with the
results of a series of indicators in scenarios where a determined set of ECMs have been applied.

As input for the evaluation methodology, the prioritisation criteria are needed and the pre-defined
weighting schemes developed for the evaluation methodology have been tested. As a conclusion of
this analysis the following has been extracted:

• The cost and benefit functions obtained after evaluating the candidate scenarios with the
pre-defined weighting schemes are reasonable.

• While some pre-defined schemes presented graphs where the point distribution was more spread
it is to be highlighted that in schemes such as 3 or 3A (those schemes related to energy generation
through renewables) points corresponding to sets of scenarios where the same type of ECM was
implemented were more concentrated, indicating that these schemes left little space to appreciate
the differences among the same type of ECM.

• Also noticeable was the great difference between the schemes where renewables were favoured
(as schemes 3 or 3A) and the rest. In these first schemes it can be observed that the scenarios
where renewables have been applied have greater benefits. This was the main intention of the
configuration of the scheme. However, it might be advisable to make the user aware of these facts
when applying the pre-defined schemes.

• For the economically driven prioritisation schemes (1A, or 3A) a higher number of scenarios
appear in the Pareto front. It can be deducted that the use of these schemes makes possible to
better discriminate scenarios with similar measures by intensifying their main differences.
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The analysis of the numerical values of the Pareto front did not provide highly relevant insights
to the analysis, since the point distributions and related observations had already been carried out.
However, it is to be highlighted that regardless of the scheme, the extreme benefit values do not vary
significantly, whereas major differences can be seen in the cost values.

These validations have served for the tool to address more complex cases, evaluating and
optimising districts with several buildings covering the complete assessment of the effects among
buildings and how the optimisation at district scale can derive into wider benefits than when tackling
buildings individually. Under these cases the scale of the optimisation problem rises dramatically and
requires enough power in order to compute the simulation models in a reasonable time. This is addressed
through techniques as parallel computing in order to cope with the number of models required.

6.2. Limitations and Considerations

As it can be shown within the description of the methodology and its validation, the implementation
of this approach is highly dependent on the quality of the input information provided in order to
perform both the validation and evaluation of the candidate retrofitting scenarios to effectively support
decision making. The quality of the input data is validated through a set of processes that ensure
completeness and minimum quality requirements to allow generating the simulation models to launch
the tools that integrate the simulation toolbox. However, there is a need for an intensive validation
of the accuracy of these data by the user before being inserted into the tool to ensure the district
to be evaluated is appropriately represented within the models that capture the situation before
implementing the retrofitting project.

Apart from the accuracy of the data, as it can be concluded from the implementation of the various
prioritisation schemes, the way in which the candidate scenarios are formulated and ranked depend
on an appropriate selection of the priorities to achieve when describing the problem to be addressed
by the platform. The tool enables the users selecting from a range of prioritisation weighting schemes
or the definition of an own scheme through implementing a pairwise comparison method over the
indicators selected for the evaluation. The selection of the importance given to each indicator over the
others, which aims at transforming subjective information into an objective mathematical problem to
allow identifying the optimal retrofitting scenarios, is therefore a key element to ensure that the best
scenarios are those which respond to the boundary conditions that the stakeholders of the retrofitting
process have set.

6.3. Future Research Work

Future work could consider the integration of more domains within the evaluation method in order
to cover other relevant fields apart from the evaluation of energy efficiency measures. The evaluation
method and tool proposed have demonstrated to be flexible and expandable enough in order to ensure
an appropriate integration of new developments.

Conclusively, this evaluation method and its integration within the comprehensive platform to
deliver services for energy efficient projects design can provide important benefits to the stakeholders,
such as enabling more informed and comprehensive decision making, consideration of their priorities
in a quantifiable manner, and automation of the evaluation process that reduces time and uncertainties
and better integration of stakeholders.
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Nomenclature

BIM Building Information Modelling MCDA Multi-criteria Decision Analysis
IPD Integrated Project Delivery AHP Analytic Hierarchy Process
ECM Energy Conservation Measure ENE Energy indicators
DPI District Performance Indicator COM Comfort indicators
IFC Industry Foundation Classes ECO Economic indicators
GUI Graphical User Interface ENV Environmental indicators
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